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ABSTRACT
To address various physical limitations of traditional 2D circuits, processor architec-
ture is evolving toward a 3D heterogeneous integration (commonly termed as 3DIC) of CPU,
GPU and DRAM dies vertically interconnected by a massive number of TSVs (Through-
Silicon Vias). Such 3D heterogeneous processors face two major challenges: thermal hotspots
and temperature gradients which degrade the performance and thermal reliability of the pro-
cessor.
In this thesis, we develop a framework for a dynamic thermal management tech-
nique where temperature aware workgroup scheduling on CPU/GPU is performed. Our pro-
posed algorithm leverages the temperature history of cores to avoid assigning workgroups
to hotspots. Our experiments show that vertical temperature correlation of cores is higher
than horizontal correlation on 3D stacked heterogeneous processors. It also demonstrates
that, compared to random and FIFO based algorithms (existing workgroup scheduling algo-
rithms), our proposed algorithm achieves fewer hot spots and better temperature gradients
for CPU-GPU 3D heterogeneous processors.
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3D IC (Three-Dimensional Integrated Circuit) technology reduces the length of interconnects
in a system/processor as functional blocks are integrated closer in space, thus reducing the
latency of data transfer between the blocks. This can improve the performance of the
processor significantly. However, 3D integration introduces thermal management challenges
due to the high power density resulting from the stacking of computational units on top of
each other. High power densities, already a major concern in 2D circuits, are even more
severe in 3D circuits [2, 14].
Thermal hot spots increase cooling costs, negatively impact reliability and degrade
performance. Hot spots accelerate failure mechanisms such as electromigration, stress mi-
gration, and dielectric breakdown, which cause permanent device failures [1]. Leakage is
directly related to increased temperature. Further, there is a positive feedback loop between
leakage and heat generated by silicon transistors, which is called thermal run-away. Leakage
prevention is very important since higher leakage can lead to hot spots. Thus, we need a
thermal management technique that controls leakage. Large spatial temperature gradients
across the chip cause performance degradation or logic failures. Negative bias temperature
instability (NBTI) and hot carrier injection (HCI) cause circuits to miss timing constraints
[4].
In this thesis, we propose a dynamic temperature-aware task scheduling algorithm as
a thermal management mechanism for 3D heterogeneous processors with GPUs stacked on a
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CPU. Heterogeneous processors refer to single chip processors that integrate more than one
type of computational architecture. These systems gain performance and energy efficiency
not by adding more same types of processors, but by incorporating specialized processing
capabilities to handle particular tasks. Recent findings also show that a heterogeneous-ISA
(Instruction Set Architecture) chip multiprocessor that exploits different parallelisms offered
by multiple ISAs, can outperform the best same-ISA heterogeneous architecture by as much
as 21% with approximately 23% energy savings and a reduction of 32% in energy delay
product [20]. Thermal management schemes can be broadly classified into:
1. Static thermal management
This scheme follows a fixed set of rules and does not consider dynamic temperature
changes at runtime. Static thermal modeling techniques include integer linear pro-
gramming (ILP) based static scheduling [5] and some thermal aware floor planning
algorithms [8, 15]. However, static thermal management techniques are not enough to
alleviate the problem of hot spots in 3D ICs.
2. Dynamic thermal management
Dynamic thermal management includes thermal aware job allocation [15, 21] and DVFS
(Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling) [1, 9]. This scheme has been well researched
for homogeneous system architectures but not as much for heterogeneous processor
architectures.
In this thesis we develop a framework for power and thermal modeling of 3D het-
erogeneous processor and analyze their results. Our framework is capable of modeling both
homogeneous and heterogeneous thermal models. We discuss the heterogeneous model in
detail in this thesis. We have designed the framework into three stages which are architec-
tural simulation, power calculation/modeling and finally thermal modeling. To the best of
our knowledge, there has not been any work done in this specific field. Using our robust
framework we developed a “Dynamic Thermal Reliability Management (DTRM)” technique
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to reduce hotspot generation and reduction of temperature gradients in 3D heterogeneous
processors. We have developed a thermal aware scheduling algorithm targeting heteroge-
neous architectures and the OpenCL model. Our algorithm detects and removes hot spots,
reduces the thermal stress and improves the overall spatial temperature gradient of the 3D
IC. The detailed tasks accomplished in this thesis include:
• We modified an architectural simulator, Multi2sim [19], to generate cycle accurate
statistics required by our power modeling tool.
• We used two different versions of McPAT [10] for modeling the power of our heteroge-
neous processor, one for CPU and the other for the GPU. We made significant changes
to both versions to get cycle accurate power consumption data of the CPU and the
GPU.
• For thermal modeling we used a well known tool, Hotspot[7]. We specifically used the




In this section we provide the technical background required to understand heterogeneous
computing, CPU-GPU architectures and the OpenCL programming model. Section 2.1
explains what heterogeneous computing is and Section 2.2 explains how CPU-GPU is one of
the best processor combination for achieving heterogeneous computing. Section 2.3 describes
OpenCL, the programming language & platform we have used in this work.
2.1 Heterogeneous computing
Heterogeneous systems generally refer to systems that use more than one kind of processor or
ISAs (Instruction Set Architecture). These systems gain performance or energy efficiency not
just by adding more of the same type of processors, but by adding different types of processors
with specialized processing capabilities to handle various tasks better. Heterogeneity in the
context of processors refers to the combination of different ISAs for computation.
The most common examples are the combination of two or more of the following
architectures:
1. General purpose processors
• CPU (x86 or ARM)
2. Special purpose processors
• Digital Signal Processors (DSPs)
• Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)
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• Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)
Studies have shown that using a heterogeneous system can significantly reduce the
energy requirements of the processors and shows significant improvements in the thermal
model of the overall system reducing the cooling and power cost [20]. Conceptually, we
can allocate jobs to the most suitable processor, which gives the best performance and
efficiency. Recent findings also show that a heterogeneous-ISA chip multiprocessor that
exploits diversity offered by multiple ISAs, can outperform the best same-ISA heterogeneous
architecture by as much as 21% with 23% energy savings and a reduction of 32% in Energy
Delay Product (also known as switching energy, it is the product of power consumption,
averaged over a switching event, times the inputoutput delay, or duration of the switching
event) [20].
The most popular combination for heterogeneous computing is CPU and GPU. Since
both processors already exist in every device, either desktop or mobile devices, the user
doesn’t have to pay more to achieve heterogeneous computing. A CPU is a collection of
cores, each of which is a powerful heavy weight processor suitable for workloads having diverse
control-flows and inter-thread-communications. On the other hand, a GPU is a collection
of compute units, each of which is a SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) suitable for
workloads having data-parallelism with few data-dependencies (i.e., data parallel workloads
with less control-flows and inter-thread communications).
Using GPU as a general purpose processor involves programming the GPU. The most
popular programming languages to program a GPGPU (General purpose GPU) are OpenCL
(Open Computing Language) and CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture).
2.2 CPU-GPU architecture
In this section we will discuss the x86 (CPU) and Southern Islands (GPU) architectures,
which are the base architectures we used for our simulations and analysis.
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Figure 2.1. Intel i7 chip layout (source: Intel).
2.2.1 x86 CPU architecture
We modeled an x86 architecture for CPU. The x86 architecture is a CISC (Complex In-
struction Set Computing) ISA, meaning a single instruction can execute several low-level
operations (such as a load from memory, an arithmetic operation, and a memory store)
or are capable of multi-step operations or addressing modes within single instructions. The
hardware implementation of an x86 architecture can have multiple cores and multiple caches.
The Intel i7, one of the most popular processors, has 4 cores and 3 levels of cache. L1 and
L2 caches are private to each core. L1 is further broken down into instruction and data
caches to maximize the locality. The last level shared L3 cache is significantly larger than
the upper level caches and also serves as the central point of coherency for private caches.
The number of hardware threads inside the core decide the number of compute units in the
OpenCL model. In our CPU configuration we chose to have two hardware threads in each
core which makes 8 (4 cores x 2 threads per core) compute units in the CPU. Fig 2.1 shows
the layout of the Intel i7 processor.
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2.2.2 CPU job scheduling
Job scheduling on CPUs is handled by the operating system. There are many different
scheduling techniques implemented by different operating systems. All processes have a
state where it is running such as ready, waiting etc.. We are interested in the ready state
only. All processes in the ready state are enqueued in the ready queue to run on the next
available core. The storage structure for the ready queue and the algorithm used to select
the next process are not necessarily a FIFO queue. There are several alternatives to choose
from, as well as numerous adjustable parameters for each algorithm.
The most common types of scheduling policies include SJF (shortest job first) and
priority scheduling. Since the job size and priority for all the workgroups are more or less
same, these algorithms do not address the specific need of OpenCL execution Model. For
the OpenCL execution model, simple scheduling algorithms like round robin or FIFO are
as good as SJF and priority scheduling to get good performance. Many thermal aware
schedulers [1, 9, 22, 10] have been developed in the past but none has been developed from
the perspective of equal job size and priority which is the case in the OpenCL model.
2.2.3 Southern Islands GPU Architecture
GPU (Graphics Processor Unit) is a specialized processor designed to rapidly manipulate
and alter memory to accelerate the creation of images in a frame buffer intended for output
to screen. In recent years GPUs have been used for more general purpose processing though
the use of programming models such as CUDA and OpenCL. All mordern GPUs support
OpenCL. A host program is used to transfer data to the GPU, launch a program on the GPU,
and retrieve data once the GPU has finished. We used a Southern Islands GPU, which is
the latest GPU architecture from AMD. The reason behind selecting this architecture was
to get support from the latest OpenCL versions. GPUs follow the SIMD (single instruction
multiple data) execution model. The most basic computing unit in the architecture is the
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Figure 2.2. A simplified GPU architecture.
PE (Processing Element). A group of 16 PEs make a compute unit or a SIMD engine. A
compute unit is equivalent to a core. Each PE executes the same instruction on different
operands in the same address space. So PEs are synchronized in a compute unit and execute
the same instruction on separate data in a lock-step parallel fashion. The GPU that we
modeled has 32 compute units which gives it hundreds of computational nodes (32x16). In
the SIMD model every PE executes the same instruction but on different set data at the
same clock cycle, thus making it highly parallel.
Fig 2.2 illustrates a simplified GPU model of the Southern Islands architecture. The
SIMD lane is a Processing Element (PE). The work-items (threads) in the OpenCL kernel
program are grouped into workgroups. The ultra thread dispatcher dispatches the work-
groups to the compute unit depending upon its availability. Once a workgroup is assigned
to a compute unit, it can’t be migrated to another compute unit in the middle of execution
so it completes the execution on the same assigned compute unit. The maximum number
of threads that execute together in a workgroup is 64 (for AMD southern islands architec-
ture). This group of threads is called a wavefront. Workgroup can have multiple wavefronts
depending upon its size. Every compute unit has a wavefront scheduler that schedules the
wavefronts for better hardware utilizations. All work-items (threads) in a workgroup share a
special common memory space called local memory. Local memory is private to a compute
unit and frequently accessed data are moved here to accelerate data access.
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2.2.4 GPU scheduler
Unlike CPUs, GPUs do not have threads with different execution times and priority. Every
job in a GPU is divided into workgroups. Every workgroup (of the same kernel) executes
the same code and at any instance only one kernel can run on a conventional GPU. For
example, if the GPU is running a Matrix Multiplication kernel, all workgroups of Matrix
Multiplication will have the same size and will execute the same code (machine instructions)
on the compute unit to complete execution. Due to the uniformity of the workgroup size,
GPUs only need a simple scheduler to schedule workgroups evenly across all the compute
units.
GPUs don’t have a software scheduler like CPUs. A GPU’s scheduler is embedded in
the hardware and is called the ultra-thread dispatcher (see Figure 2.3) and is responsible for
workgroup scheduling. A workgroup is the quantum for scheduling used by the ultra thread
dispatcher. The ultra thread dispatcher dispatches the workgroups to available compute
units and the scheduling algorithm followed here is FIFO (First In First Out) since all
workgroups have equal priority and require the same execution time on a compute unit.
After the kernel is launched on the GPU each workgroup gets a unique id and is added
to the ready workgroup queue. The ultra thread dispatcher assigns the first workgroup in
the queue to the first available compute unit (FIFO) in the GPU. Once the workgroup is
assigned to a compute unit it cannot be retracted from it. The workgroup will finish the
execution and then the compute unit will be assigned a new workgroup. Figure 2.3 shows
the inside of a compute unit.
Inside the compute unit, the work-items in a workgroup are further grouped in to
wavefronts. A wavefront is a group composed of 64 work-items (in case of AMD Southern
Islands). These 64 work-items execute at the same time on the compute unit (as a batch),
each on one processing element. The wavefronts are collected in multiple queues called
wavefront pools. Wavefronts are assigned to the Processing Elements by the wavefront
scheduler.
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Figure 2.3. Pipeline inside a compute unit.
In our work we modify the ultra thread dispatcher to assign workgroups to the cores
with lower thermal stress to achieve better temperature gradient and lower the risk of thermal
hotspots.
2.3 The OpenCL programming model
OpenCL (Open Computing Language) is an open source, royalty-free standard for cross-
platform, parallel programming on diverse processors. OpenCL significantly accelerates ex-
ecution and improves the responsiveness of a wide spectrum of applications in numerous
market categories from gaming and entertainment to scientific and medical software.
The normal practice is to offload the computation-intensive and data-parallel work-
load of the computation to the OpenCL device (CPU or GPU). This does have an overhead
of copying data from the host device (CPU) to the guest device (GPU) when a discrete GPU
is used. At the end it depends whether or not data transfer time is less than the time saved
by executing the program on the device using the OpenCL model of execution, if it is, then
the application is a good fit for execution on GPU.
A typical OpenCL application has a host program (usually written in C) and a guest
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Figure 2.4. Block diagram of heterogeneous computing by using CPU and GPU as OpenCL
devices.
program which is written in OpenCL (this program is called the kernel). To launch a kernel
on an OpenCL device (CPU and/or GPU) the user has to setup the device first and then
launch the kernel onto it with thread configuration information. Figure 2.4 shows the block
diagram for the setup.
2.3.1 The OpenCL execution model
The OpenCL execution model follows the SIMD model of execution. Each OpenCL thread
is called a work-item and is an instance of the kernel. The number of kernel instances is
controlled by the user in the host program at the time of kernel launch. Figure 2.5 shows
the processing elements inside a compute unit and how compute units can be visualized
inside an OpenCL device. Multiple instances of the kernel are launched via an NDRange,
which specifies the total number of work-items. NDRange is the representation of all the
work-items in a 1D, 2D or 3D cube/cuboid or equivalent 1D or 2D shape. Figure 2.6 gives a
visual of a work-item, wavefront and workgroup. The NDRange shows how workgroups are
arranged inside it. Note that each workgroup is of equal size and has a unique workgroup
id determined by x and y position of the workgroup in the NDRange. In Figure 2.5, the
subfigure for workgroup shows the arrangement of the wavefronts in the workgroups. In the
example shown by the Figure, every workgroup has 9 wavefronts comprising 64 work-items.
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Figure 2.5. Visualization of a workgroup, wavefront and a workitem inside the NDRange
[16].
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Figure 2.6. Host and device breakdown in OpenCL model [6].
Each work-item executes on a PE in the compute unit. Each workgroup is perma-
nently assigned to a compute unit. There is no workgroup migration from one compute unit
to other. Once assigned to a compute unit the workgroup evacuates only after completion.
Wavefronts (64 work-items per wavefront for AMD devices) execute in parallel on the SIMD
engine. Each work-item has a unique global thread and a local id that is unique inside a
workgroup. In this thesis we control thermal issues by the scheduling of the workgroups to
compute units having lower thermal stress and higher thermal reliability.
A wavefront scheduler schedules the wavefronts on the compute unit. The program
counter for each work-item in a wavefront is always the same since it is a SIMD machine.
Data transfer has been an inherent problem for OpenCL model of execution. In-
troduction of 3D chips reduce the data transfer time (both inter device and intra device).
OpenCL 2.x versions introduced the concept of shared virtual memory (SVM) which enables
host and device to share the same virtual memory address space.
2.4 Workgroup scheduling in OpenCL devices
The OpenCL model schedules the workload at the granularity of workgroups irrespective
of the device. This design helps local work-items (work-items in the same workgroup) to
exploit local memory for high speed data sharing.
After the kernel is launched on the device each workgroup gets a unique id and is
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Figure 2.7. Workgroup scheduler block digagram for CPU and GPU.
added to the ready workgroup queue or gets a ready state. The workgroup waits in the ready
queue until the scheduler, the operating system or the ultra thread dispatcher, schedules the
workgroup to the next available compute unit or core. Figure 2.7 shows the ready queue
and the processing cores/compute units.
The workgroups get equal priority and are scheduled to the compute units and cores
using the FIFO (First In First Out) algorithm. We implement our proposed DTRM (Dy-
namic Thermal and Reliability Management) scheduling algorithm in the ultra thread dis-
patcher for the GPU and the operating system scheduler for the CPU.
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CHAPTER 3
3D PROCESSORS AND THERMAL MODEL
One of the major challenges in designing heterogeneous system is to reduce the data transfer
time, inter and intra device. Data transfer time has a direct correlation with the length of
the interconnects used in the system. To reduce this data transfer time a 3D IC is an ideal
solution, s three-dimensional integrated circuit (3D IC) is an integrated circuit has stacked
silicon wafers or dies interconnected vertically by through-silicon vias (TSVs) so that they
behave as a single device to achieve performance improvements at reduced power and smaller
footprint than conventional two dimensional processes.
The most important functional part of a 3D IC is the interconnect network and its
routing. In this section we discuss the most popular interconnect networks and see why TSV
based 3D integration is the best for our applications.
3.1 3D interconnection networks and ICs
Enabling design in the vertical dimension permits a large degree of freedom in choosing an
on-chip network topology. Due to interconnect length constraints and layout complications,
the more conventional 2D ICs have placed limitations on the design of network interconnects.
With the advent of 3D ICs, a wide range of on-chip network structures that were not explored
earlier can now be explored. Feero et al 2009 [5] analyzed well-known 3D and 2D interconnect
networks and found superior performance and efficiency of the 3D networks.
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Figure 3.1. 3D interconnects [5].
Figure 3.1 compares the 3D interconnect mesh and 2D interconnect mesh, the dif-
ference in length of the network interconnects is significant. 2D Mesh, 3D Mesh, stacked
Mesh and Ciliated Mesh are the most popular NoCs (Network on Chips) for system on chip
architecture.
The most popular 2D NoC architecture is the 2D mesh architecture, the structure of
the mesh is shown in Figure 3.1(a). The architecture consists of a matrix of m x n switches
interconnecting the functional blocks. This is a very popular architecture due to its regular
structure and inter-switch wires. Many 3 dimensional topologies have been derived from this
network. A small extension of this type of interconnect is the 3D mesh NoC which is shown
in the Figure 3.1(b). It uses a 7 port- switch one in each direction and one for the functional
block. Another variation is a 3D Stacked Mesh as found in Figure-3.1(c). This leverages
the short inter-layer distances that is the primary advantage in 3D chips, which are around
20µm. The 3D Stacked Mesh architecture is a combination of a packet-switched network
and a bus network. Furthermore, each bus has only a small number of nodes, keeping the
overall capacitance on the bus small and greatly simplifying bus arbitration. A third method
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of construction of a 3D NoC is by adding layers of functional blocks and adding the switches
to only one layer or a small number of layers, like in the 3D Ciliated Mesh structure. The
3D Ciliated Mesh is a 4 x 4 x 2 3D mesh-based network with 2 functional blocks per switch,
where the two functional blocks occupy almost the same footprint but are fabricated at
different layers (Figure-3.1(d)). In a ciliated 3D Mesh network, each switch contains seven
ports. This architecture will have a lower overall bandwidth than a complete 3D Mesh due
to multiple functional blocks in switches and reduced connectivity[5]. we have chosen a
TSV-based 3D integration, the primary reason of chosing this network is that our current
thermal modeling tool (hotspot) accurately models this network.
3.2 3D heterogeneous processors and their thermal
model
3D heterogeneous processors comprise a CPU (x86, ARM, MIPS etc.) which distributes
the workload and one or more accelerator processors stacked on or under it. Stacking GPU
over CPU reduces the data transfer time between the CPU and GPU making heterogeneous
computing on 3D processors faster compared to 2D processors where interconnect lengths
are much higher and by simply stacking more accelerators on the CPU the parallelism can
be massively scaled [13]. The inherent problem with heterogeneous computing is the delay
in the data transfer between devices significantly reduces the data transfer latency because
of the reduced interconnect lengths as described in the previous section.
3D chips, though having great benefits, are also challenging to design and fabricate.
Based on fabrication processes and mediums of vertical interconnects, 3D integration tech-
nologies can be basically classified as through silicon vias (TSV) based, monolithic and con-
tactless. The TSV-based 3D integration connects multiple layers of active silicon using
a through silicon vias, i.e. vertical metal interconnects. The Monolithic 3D integration
technique serially grows the device layers on a conventional CMOS or silicon-on-insulator
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Figure 3.2. The cross-section of a heterogeneous processor.
plane. By employing a sequential fabrication process, monolithic 3D ICs allow the pitch of
vertical interconnects smaller than TSVs. Therefore, monolithic 3D integration technology
enables finer-grained stacking at the gate level or even transistor level. This technology is
not so popular for heterogeneous architectures due to fabrication complexity. The Con-
tactless 3D integration leverages the coupling of electric or magnetic fields for interlayer
communication and the data transfer rate is comparable with TSVs. Monolithic integration
can lead to up to 8% smaller area due to smaller size of inter-tier vias than the TSVs, 12%
longest path delay and 7% lower power [11]. But due to fabrication complexity of monolithic
and contactless 3D integration a TSV 3D integration is the best choice for our 3D processor.
Our 3D processor includes a quad-core CPU with x86 architecture at the bottom level then
a layer of passive material and then a southern islands GPU above that and then again a
passive layer above that. Figure 3.2 shows the cross-section of our modelled 3D processor.
We exploit the heterogeneity of this processor through the OpenCL programming
model. We treat both processors as separate devices and launch the same kernel on both
devices. For work that we have done till now, we divided the total workload without any
profiling and pre-performance evaluation to CPU and GPU. The project focuses only on
thermal management of 3D processors and performance evaluation remains as a future work.
The inherent problem of high power density in the 3D chips demands a very good
thermal management system. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the heat maps of the CPU and
GPU after the execution of Matrix Multiplication on a 2D processor. Core 1 of the CPU
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Figure 3.3. Quadcore CPU heat map
(Matrix Multiplication) generated by
our framework.
Figure 3.4. GPU heat map (Ma-
trix Multiplication) generated by our
framework.
is hotter than others because the host program runs on the first core in addition to the
OpenCL work-items. After the superimposition of the processor there is significant vertical
heat interaction.
3.3 Related work
Several works have been done in dynamic and static thermal reliability management of 3D
multi-core processors at both software and hardware level but not a lot has been done for 3D
heterogeneous processors. Coskun et al 2009 [3] proposed several dynamic job scheduling
techniques. They introduce a probabilistic policy that computes the probabilities of sending
workload to cores at each interval based on an analysis of the temperature history on the chip.
The probability values are decremented or incremented depending on whether the at 75◦C in
order to avoid allocating workload to cores that have temperatures slightly below 80◦C. They
sample the temperature every 10 ms and after every 10 samples the average temperature
of the cores in the last 10 samples are calculated. This is the probability function used by
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Coskun et al. to calculate the core probabilities.
Pn = P0 + −W
Pn = NewProbability
P0 = PreviousProbability
W is the weight or the amount by which the probability is changed depending on the tem-




Liu et al 2010 [12] proposed a static task scheduling algorithm where the algorithm
assigns hot jobs to the cores close to the heat sink and cool jobs to the cores far from the
heat sink. Due to this fact that there is a strong thermal correlation between two adjacent
layers and the cores in one stack have only a small difference in temperatures. Therefore,
the hottest/coolest core stack will have the largest temperature drop/rise, which may lead
to temperature oscillations and task thrashing between those two stacks, potentially leading
to more thermal emergencies. Wang et al 2010 [21] proposed the technique where they
consider the delay in transfering the data and the thread from one core to other core. The
scheduling algorithm uses both temperature and distance from hottest core to shcedule the
hot-thread. if the core is far away from the hot core then the copying latency increases so
we choose a less cooler core but closer to the hot core to reduce delay/copying latency. None
of the above works are for heterogenous processors having CPU-GPU stacked and hence we
address this problem with our temperature aware dynamic scheduling policy.
Zhou et al. 2010 [23] proposed a technique where they treat vertically adjacent
cores as a super core for scheduling because vertically adjacent cores have strong thermal
correlation. The biggest drawback is this technique will only work for a homogeneous floor
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plan which limits its application.
Yin et al. 2011 [21] proposed an algorithm to reduce core temperature as quickly as
possible through making the core which has a temperature violation be idle in next clock
tick. It is achieved by migrating the tasks according to the relative positions of each core. In
a quad-core Processor, the scheduler migrates the task in the clockwise or counter-clockwise
direction or opposite idle core .
Zhao et al. 2013 [22] propose a thread migration algorithm that the hottest and the
second coldest threads switch places and the second hottest and the coldest also switch in
the 4 core processor only when the variance is large enough. The major problem with this
technique is that it degrades the performance of the processor because there is an over-head
of transfering a thread from one core to other which also involves the transfering of data
from L1 cache of previous core to the later.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND OUR PROPOSED DTRM
SCHEDULER
4.1 Experimental setup
Our thermal modeling framework is divided into three sections. The first section simulates
different benchmarks from AMDAPPSDK [17] on a well known cycle accurate simulator,
Multi2sim [19]. We modified Multi2sim to generate the required statistics to generate power
consumption data from McPAT [10]. Two different versions of McPAT was modified, one
for CPU and other for GPU, to generate cycle accurate power consumption data. This cycle
accurate power consumption data was then parsed into a csv file for Hotspot [18], a popular
tool for thermal modelling, to take in as input.
Figure 4.1. Thermal modeling framework for CPU-GPU 3D processors.
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4.1.1 Architectural simulation
Multi2Sim is a simulation framework for CPU-GPU heterogeneous computing written in C.
It includes models for superscalar, multi-threaded, and multi-core CPUs, as well as GPU
architectures. In this section we present an introduction to Multi2Sim, and show how to
perform basic simulations and extract performance results [19].
We used Multi2sim 4.2 non-developer version for simulating benchmarks and getting
the runtime statistics at every 925 cycles (we will refer this as the sampling interval). The
reason to choose 925 cyle was because the frequency of our GPU was 925 MHz.
Processors in Multi2sim can be configured by changing configuration files which are
in the .ini format. This file has a key-value structure, key being the functional block (e.g.,
core) and value usually being a number or boolean (e.g., 4).
We configured the host CPU as a quad-core x86 CPU with three levels of cache and
the GPU as a Southern Island architecture of 32 compute units with a cluster size of 8
compute units.
The cycle accurate hardware statistics are generated using the timing model of CPU
and GPU in the simulator. The particular files that we modified were cpu.c and gpu.c. We
added the function X86CpuXmlInit (X86Cpu self, long long uop stats,char prefix,
int peak ipc) that records the statistics every 925 cycles and then dumps it into a XML file
with the cycle name on the file. The XML file needed by the McPAT requires to have usage
statistics of all functional blocks in it so we imported the memory modules and list modules
in the cpu.c file to get the usage statistics of mod t type (structure used by Multi2sim for
memory modules) data structures.
Table 5.1 shows the TLB configuration details of our modeled CPU. We fine-tuned
the trade-off between size and latency values by performing multiple dummy simulations
with different cache configurations (e.g., varying set, bank, line size). Table 5.2 shows the
configuration details of different cache level and their latency numbers which directly affect
the execution time. These are the numbers we got after fine tuning the cache configurations
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to resemble with our modeled processor in Multi2Sim.
Table 4.1. CPU TLB configuration.
Charateristic Instruction TLB Data TLB Second level TLB
Size 128 64 512
Associativity 4-way 4-way 4-way
Replacement Pseudo-LRU Pseudo-LRU Psuedo-LRU
Access Latency 1 cycle 1cycle 6cycles
Miss Latency 7cycles 7cycles Hundreds of cycles
McPAT requires the XML file to have all the functional blocks in it, some of these are
not modeled by Multi2sim so we hard-coded these values to reasonable numbers. A major
challenge was file management. Since simulation generated more than a million XML files
in every simulation which often threw the simulating system into a deadlock.
4.1.2 Power calculation
We used McPAT, an integrated power, area, and timing modeling framework that sup-
ports comprehensive design space exploration for multi-core and many-core processor con-
figurations. At the micro-architectural level, McPAT includes models for the fundamental
components of a chip multiprocessor, including in-order and out-of-order processor cores,
networks-on-chip, shared caches, integrated memory controllers, and multiple-domain clock-
ing. At the circuit and technology levels, McPAT supports critical-path timing modeling,
area modeling, and dynamic, short-circuit, and leakage power modeling for each of the device
types forecast in the ITRS roadmap including bulk CMOS, SOI, and doublegate transistors.
McPAT has a flexible XML interface to facilitate its use with many performance simulators
Table 4.2. CPU cache configuration.
Charateristic L1 L2 L3
Size 32 KBI/32 KB D 256KB 2 MB per core
Associativity 4-wayI/8-way D 8-way 16-way
Access Latency 4 cycles,pipelined 10 cycles 35 cycles
Replacement Pseudo-LRU Pseudo-LRU Psuedo-LRU
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[10].
We modified McPAT to read the cycle interval files one by one and generate power
consumption results for the functional blocks in it. First we used the latest non-developer
version which had new bugs so we used an older version.
Using the XML files containing the usage statistics, McPAT calculates the power
consumption for each block in the input XML file. The power consumed by each operation
is fixed, for example, a L1 cache read consumes the same amount of power every time.
This power consumed by a single operation is then multiplied by the amount of times the
operation was performed. Therefore:
powerL1−cache−reads = Nr ∗ PL1−read
Nr = number of cache reads
PL1−read = power consumed per cache read
The power consumed per cache read is determined by the number of transistors and internal
structure of the cache. The physical parameters used by us in the processor are listed in the
table below.
4.1.2.1 Power calculation in silicon devices
In silicon transistor devices, the power consumption is composed of two types of components:
static power and dynamic power. So:
P = Pstatic + Pdynamic
Static power is generated by the leakage current while the dynamic power is generated
by the switching of transistors. Total dynamic power of the device can be calculated by
adding the individual powers of the components:
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Table 4.3. Technology parameters for modeled CPU.
Parameter Available Options GPU
Clock frequency in unit of Hz 3.33GHz
Feature size 16nm to 180nm 65 nm
Core type Out-of-order, in-order In-order
Embedded True, false False
Interconnect projection Aggressive, conservative Aggressive
Component type Core, uncore Core
Device type
High-performance type,
low standby power type,
low operating power type
High-performance type
Homogeneous cores
1 means all cores are the same,
0 means heterogeneous
1
Number of cache levels Number of cache levels 3




Where i represents the ith component of the device. The dynamic power of each
component is calculated in a bottom up fashion. This means that McPAT calculates the
power at a basic circuit level and sums it up to get the components power. Dynamic power
dissipation of CMOS circuits is computed by:
Power = αCVddδV fclk
Here C is the total load capacitance, Vdd is the supply voltage, δV is the voltage
swing during switching, and fclk is the clock frequency of the processor. C depends on the
physical material used, doping and circuit level parameters. Here α is the activity factor
and is usually determined by the frequency of the switching of the circuits.
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4.1.3 Temperature analysis
For temperature analysis we used the well known temperature analysis tool called Hotspot
[18]. We used the latest version of the tool with 3D stacking capability added by Coskun et
al 2010 [4]. Hotspot requires four input files from the user for temperature trace generation.
First is the power trace file which contains the power consumed by each component in each
sampling interval. The format of this file must be csv since Hotspot has discontinued support
for MS Excel sheets. The second file needed is the Layer Configuration File which contains
the information of every layer in the 3D model and the file names of the floorplans of CPU,
GPU and through silicon vias. The third file is the Hotspot.config files which contains the
circuit level specification of the silicon devices (capacitance, specific resistivity, etc). This is
the file where we specify the interval length of the power trace file and the initial temperatures
for functional blocks if a separate file for it is not specified. The fourth file contains the initial
temperatures of the components of the chips. Hotspot uses these as the initial temperature
of the components in the chip layout and computes the new temperatures of the components
in the chip.
We parse the file output by the McPAT and restructure it into a Hotspot input file
format. We then plug in this file to Hotspot 6.0 [18] which generates the temperature of
different functional units in the processors (e.g., core, L1, L2, L3 etc.). We didn’t make any
changes to Hotspot and used its 3D stacking capability to generate the transient tempera-
tures.
4.2 Thermal-aware task scheduling algorithm
and probability calculation
In this work we only target the thermal management of the hardware components irrespective
of performance slowdowns. Performance tuning is an aspect of the future work for the thesis.
We have employed a temperature aware scheduler which leverages the temperature history of
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Figure 4.2. Floorplan of GPU in the upper level.
Figure 4.3. Floorplan of CPU at the bottom level.
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the cores and other components to calculate the better cores for scheduling the workgroups.
The reason behind using the temperature history is to reduce the thermal stress of the
components. Higher temperatures in the history of the cores suggest higher thermal stress
and surges the likelihood of device failure [2]. Dynamic temperature aware scheduling in a
heterogeneous environment is challenging since scheduling has to be controlled seperately for
CPU and GPU. The CPU scheduling is controlled by the operating system while the GPU
scheduling is controlled by the hardware. The idea of making a super scheduler which could
assign work to both CPU and GPU with the same workload became out of the question.
To overcome this problem we made an offline scheduler which works between McPAT and
Hotspot in our framework. We designed the same scheduling algorithm for both CPU and
GPU.
We use a probabilistic approach for assigning work to the scheduler. Our scheduler
schedules a workgroup to a compute unit and then reads the temperature in each sampling
interval (10µs), it then updates the probabilities of the cores/compute units to get a new
work group.
We calculate the probability of these cores by using their temperature history, thermal
stress and geometric location of the core on the die. We choose temperature history and
thermal stress to model our probability because cores with high temperature history are more
likely to get hot than cores that have low temperature history. Cores with high temperature
history have higher thermal stress and are more likely to have hotspots. (for example a core
at the top layer near the heat sink will have low temperature history while a core at the
bottom layer and away from heat sink will have low temperature history).
4.2.1 Probability calculation of cores
We calculate the probabilty of a core by the following function:
Pt = Pt−1 + ∆Pinc/dec (4.1)
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∆ P is calculated in the following way:
δT = (Tpref − Tavg)
∆Pinc = ηi ∗ δT ∗ ki (4.2)
∆Pdec = ηd ∗ δT ∗ kd (4.3)
Equations 4.2 and 4.3 are the most important equations as they calculate the change
in probability of a core by using the change in temperature.
η is the position constant of the core/compute unit. For example, if a core is located
at the center of the of the chip then it is more likely to become a hotspot due to heat
interaction with the neighboring cores than a core located at the corner of the processor and
near the heat sink.
Putting it together the change in probability is correlated to the change in tempera-
ture and position of the core in the 3D chip.
η values varies from 0.5 to 1 depending on the location of the core. Lesser values for
cores at the corners and higher for cores at the center.
After we calculate the probability, we assign the workgroups to the “cool cores.” We
monitor the temperature of the cores every 10µs and update the probabilities.
In the OpenCL model we cannot exempt a workgroup from a core/compute unit in
the middle of the workgroup execution. Hence there is no possibility of thread migration in
the OpenCL model for both CPU and GPU. In the meantime, if the temperature of a core
rises to an alarming temperature (85◦C) then we stop the execution on the core untill the
temperature comes below the operating temperature range (< 75◦C), once the core gets into
the operating temperature the workgoup execution is resumed from the point where it was
stopped.
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4.2.2 Our proposed DTRM algorithm
Below is our proposed DTRM scheduler algorithm, this is an accurate abstract structure of
the code as well.
#OUR PROPOSED DTRM SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
fo r each sampling i n t e r v a l :
evacuateCores ( )
s enso r . getTemperatures (CPU,GPU)
GPU. ca l cu la t eProb ( )
CPU. ca l cu la t eProb ( )
gpu coo l c o r e s = GPU. getCoolCores ( )
c pu c oo l c o r e s = CPU. getCoolCores ( )
f o r co r e s in gpu coo l c o r e s :
GPU. a s s i gn ( gpu coo l c o r e s . pop ( i ) . c o r e i d )
f o r co r e s in cpu c oo l c o r e s :
CPU. a s s i gn ( cpu c oo l c o r e s . pop ( i ) . c o r e i d )
The above snippet is from our proposed DTRM scheduler, we used a for loop to
keep tabs on the temperature at every sampling interval. The algorithm first checks if
any core in CPU or GPU has completed execution and then adds them to available core
queue. In a physical processor the temperature will be sensed by a sensor while here
we use Hotspot to get the temperature at every interval. In the above code the sen-
sor.getTemperature(CPU,GPU) function calls the hotspot and gets the temperature for the
particular interval. Using these temperatures we calculate the probability for our cores
with the function CPU.calculateProb() and GPU.calculateProb(). These functions use
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equation 4.1 to calculate the probability for the cores. The CPU.get cool cores() and





In this chapter we analyze the results in two aspects:
1. Framework for power and thermal model of 3D heterogeneous processors
2. Our proposed DTRM (Dynamic Thermal Reliablity Management) scheduler
We first visualize and analyze the results from our framework and then show the results from
our proposed DTRM scheduler.
5.1 3D thermal model
We simulated several benchmarks from AMDAPPSDK [17] on our framework and visualized
the power and temperature trends of different benchmarks. We found strong temperature
correlation across layers. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the temperature trend of the cores of the
CPU in 2D and in 3D processors for a Matrix Multiplication benchmark.
Comparing the temperatures between 2D and 3D processors for the same benchmark
(Matrix Multiplication) we see that the temperatures of 2D processor never goes to an
alarming point whereas in the 3D processor temperature goes to an alarming temperature
after 30% of benchmark execution is complete. In both experiments we used DVFS (Dynamic
Voltage and Frequency Scaling) as our thermal management technique.
A similar temperature trend is observed for the GPU where power consumption of
the cores are lower. Figure 5.3 and 5.4 show the temperature trends for a 2D GPU and then
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Figure 5.1. Temperature trend of CPU cores for MatrixMultiplication in a 2D processor.
Figure 5.2. Temperature trend of CPU cores for MatrixMultiplication in a 3D processor.
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Figure 5.3. Temperature trend of GPU cores for MatrixMultiplication in a 2D processor.
a GPU embedded in the second layer of the 3D processor. We can see the temperatures
of cores right above the cores of CPU follow the same temperature trend (Figures 5.2 and
5.4). Cores 24-25 geometrically lie directly above core 0 of the CPU and due to vertical
heat transfer the temperature trend is similar. The temperatures of the GPU chip in our
3D processor is lower than CPU because it is closer to the heat sink and also it consumes
significantly less energy than the CPU. Hence addressing the vertical temperature correlation
is more important than addressing horizontal core correlation.
We can clearly observe the need for a good dynamic thermal management technique
which addresses the temperature correlation effects caused by the position of the cores in
3D processors.
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Figure 5.4. Temperature trend of GPU cores for MatrixMultiplication in a 3D processor.
5.2 The impact of temperature aware DTRM
In this section we compare our proposed DTRM scheduler against the existing schedulers
in 2D and 3D heterogeneous processors. Both our proposed DTRM scheduler and the first
available core scheduler use FIFO as their prioritizing technique for workgroups but our
scheduler picks the core under least thermal stress as the core to schedule the work group
where as current CPU-GPU workgroup scheduler schedules the job to the first available core.
In section 4.3 we explained the working of proposed DTRM scheduler and in this section we
present and analyze the results of our scheduler.
Figure 5.5 shows the temperature variations in core 0 of CPU. We set the initial
temperatures of the chip very high so we have existing hotspots. We reduced the max tem-
perature during execution to less than 90◦C which is a safe operating temperature compared
to 200 degrees Celsius without our DTRM scheduler (Figure-5.2).
In Figure 5.6 we show the temperature trends of all CPU cores and we can see they
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Figure 5.5. Temperature trend of CPU core 0 for MatrixMultiplication in a 3D processor
with our DTRM scheduler.
Figure 5.6. Temperature trend of CPU cores for MatrixMultiplication in a 3D processor
with our DTRM scheduler.
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Figure 5.7. Temperature trend of GPU cores vs core 0 of CPU for MatrixMultiplication in
a 3D processor with our DTRM scheduler.
are almost random but all are operating in the same range of temperature (80-90 degree
Celsius). The most important factor that we observe here is that the spatial temperature
gradient has a very low value.
In Figure 5.7 we can see the vertical correlation of the cores again (CPU-core 0 and
GPU cores 24, 25), the portions where the temperature correlation is broken. We can safely
say it is where the GPU core was not scheduled a workgroup. GPU cores 0 and 1 lie above





Although CPU-GPU 3D heterogeneous processors have numerous benefits and potential,
there has been few research on their thermal modeling and dynamic management technique.
Once the research on 3D heterogeneous processors gains momentum the heterogeneous ar-
chitecture community will need a robust power and thermal modeling framework to address
the thermal and reliability concerns. Our framework fulfills this need and opens the door to
more interesting ideas of dynamic temperature aware workgroup scheduling. We verified that
vertical temperature correlation between layers is much higher than horizontal temperature
correlation. With our proposed DTRM (Dynamic Thermal and Reliability Management)
scheduler we recorded fewer hotspots and better temperature gradients in our heterogeneous
CPU-GPU 3D processor.
We developed an accurate thermal modeling framework for 3D heterogeneous pro-
cessors which can be used by the architectural community. We also developed a DTRM
scheduler which can be used as benchmark for schedulers designed in the future under this
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